Someone Like You

Arrangement by: PopTranscriber

Adele

I heard that you're set-tled down that you
found a girl and you're mar-ried now_
I heard that your dreams came true guess she
gave you things I did not give to you_
old friend why are you so
shy_
ain't like you to hold back or_
hide__ from the light_

hate to turn up out of the blue un-in-it-ed but I
could not stay a way I could not fight it I had
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hoped you'd see my face and that you'd be re-min-ded that for me it is not o-ver
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Nev-er mind I'll find some-one like you I wish noth-ing but the best for
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you too don't for-get me I beg I re-mem-ber you said some times it
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lasts in love but some-times it hurts in stead some-times it
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lasts in love but some-times it hurts in stead yeah You'd know how the
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time flies on-ly yes-ter-day was the time of our lives we were born and raised in a
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sum-mer haze bound by the sur-prise of our glo-ry days I
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never mind I'll find some one like you
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I wish nothing but the best for you
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you too don't forget me I beg I remember you said sometimes it lasts in love but sometimes it hurts instead nothing compares no worries or cares re
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greets and mistakes they are memories made who would have known how bitter sweet this would
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never mind I'll find some one like you

I wish
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